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Summary  

I. Reasons and approach  

In March 2009, the Tenth Decision Division of the Bundeskartellamt launched a sector inquiry into 

electricity generation and wholesale markets on the basis of Section 32e of the Act against Restraints 

of Competition (ARC). The subjects of the inquiry are the situation regarding competition and the 
price-forming mechanism in the German electricity generation and electricity wholesale markets in 

2007 and 2008. The sector inquiry was launched because in spite of the fact that there had been 

numerous complaints about the development of electricity prices and a market structure prone to 

abusive conduct, there was insufficient evidence of abuse by individual undertakings to initiate 

specific proceedings against particular players. 

The sector inquiry has two main objectives. Firstly, it aims to gain a deeper understanding of the 
way in which the relevant markets and market levels function, which is vital in order to 

comprehend the relevant economic interconnections and to judge pricing from the point of view of 

competition.  

Secondly, the sector inquiry is also to be understood as a further development of the proceedings 
carried out against German electricity undertakings by the European Commission. The European 

Commission’s examination focused on the problem of the possibly abusive withholding of 
capacity. The proceedings against E.ON, RWE and Vattenfall, undertakings that operate in 

Germany, were closed by the European Commission. In 2008, E.ON, on account of the suspicion that 

it was abusively withholding capacity, submitted to the European Commission the commitment to give 

up electricity generation capacity of 5,000 MW. Proceedings against RWE and Vattenfall, on the other 

hand, were closed without any commitments being made.  

The Bundeskartellamt has carried out extensive investigations for the purpose of this inquiry. 

Comprehensive data were collected from 80 undertakings for 2007 and 2008 on all their electricity 

generating units with a capacity of more than 25 MW.  

An analysis was carried out of a total of 340 electricity generating units for 2007 and 2008, 

accounting for approximately 93.6% of the total amount of electricity generated in 2007 and 

92.9% of the total amount generated in 2008. Collecting and evaluating the data was very 
complex, both in view of the amount of data and the factual background to be taken into account. In 

addition to dealing with the complexity of consolidating the data and ensuring their plausibility, a 
database system, tailored software and an evaluation algorithm had to be developed. 
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The sector inquiry is structured as follows. The starting point of the analysis is a compilation of the 
key framework conditions and functioning mechanisms of the German electricity market. On this 

basis, central questions of market structure, particularly of product and geographic market 
definition, and of the existence of dominant positions of the leading generation undertakings 

were a first focus of analysis. The second focus and empirical core of the inquiry is its analysis of the 
supply behaviour of electricity generators in the wholesale electricity sector in 2007 and 2008. 

This includes in particular examining whether there is reason to believe that there was abusive 

withholding of generation capacity. These two focal areas of the inquiry are supplemented by some 

further analyses, which take up questions of current relevance to the electricity sector and to 
competition. Finally, the inquiry’s findings are incorporated into specific recommendations for 
action. 

II. Framework conditions and functioning of the German electricity market  

Electricity markets generally have special features which have an impact on market and competitive 

processes. Unlike other products, electricity is in principle not storable, making it necessary for the 

supply to correspond to demand at all times. In addition, the demand for electricity is subject to 

strong fluctuations depending on the time of day and the season and there is very little short-

term price elasticity. 

In Germany, electricity is generated by various types of power plant, with varying generation 
costs. The electricity generated in the power plants is supplied via physical grids, which generally 
constitute natural monopolies. The German electricity market is connected with neighbouring 

countries via so-called cross-border interconnectors, enabling cross-border electricity trading to take 

place as long as there are no grid bottlenecks.  

In Germany, electricity is traded at wholesale level through exchanges, i.e. in spot and futures 

markets of the European Energy Exchange AG (EEX) and the European Power Exchange S.E. 

(EPEX) or off-exchange in over-the-counter (OTC) transactions. As a rule, the price on the 

exchanges also serves as a reference price for OTC transactions.  
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Figure 1: Electricity distribution channels 

 

Source: Own diagram  

As well as conventional power generation, electricity generated in accordance with the Renewable 

Energy Sources Act (“EEG”) is playing an increasingly important role in the German electricity 

market. The operators of EEG installations receive statutory remuneration rates from power grid 

operators for the electricity they generate and thus they feed in electricity regardless of the exchange 

price. For their part, power grid operators are required to sell EEG electricity on the electricity 

exchange without any limitation, i.e. independently from the exchange price. EEG electricity thus has 

an effect on exchange prices, i.e. on the so-called merit order curve. The additional costs resulting 

from the generation of EEG electricity in comparison with “conventionally” generated electricity have 
to be borne by electricity consumers.1

                                                

1 The Transmission System Operators have forecast that the additional costs for EEG electricity in 2011 will be 

about € 13 billion (including a shortfall for 2010). The increase in the EEG surcharge from 2.047 cents/kWh in 

2010 to 3.53 cents/kWh in 2011 was manifested in price increases at the beginning of 2011. 
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While the entire electricity price is subject in principal to the control of abusive practices by the 

competition authorities, a proportion of more than 60% of the price of electricity to final 
customers cannot be influenced by the undertakings. The components that cannot be influenced 

are firstly taxes or other state-imposed charges, such as the EEG surcharge (approximately 41%). 

Secondly, approximately 24% are grid and metering charges which are monitored by the regulatory 

authorities. Thus, just over 35% of the price of electricity to end customers is subject to the monitoring 

of competition under antitrust law. 

 

Figure 2: Composition of the price of electricity to end customers 

 

Source: Bundesnetzagentur, Monitoringbericht 2010, p. 38 f.  
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III. Focal areas of analysis and main findings 

1. Market definition, market structure and market dominance  

In the context of the sector inquiry, the Bundeskartellamt comprehensively addressed the question of 

how the actual market circumstances can be taken into account by means of appropriately defining 

markets of relevance under competition law. From the point of view of product definition, the 

Bundeskartellamt continues to define a market for the first-time sale of electricity, as confirmed by 

the Bundesgerichtshof2

Geographically, the Bundeskartellamt will include Austria in the first-time sales market in the 

future as there are no bottlenecks at cross-border interconnectors between Germany and Austria, and 

the two countries comprise a single market and price territory on EPEX. Extending the geographically 

relevant first-time sales market to include Austria will make it more difficult to investigate this market 

since Austrian electricity generation will have to be included in the future. The inclusion of Austrian 

electricity generation will lead to a slight fall in the market shares of German electricity generators. 

The results of the sector inquiry also show that it is not yet appropriate to include other markets 

bordering on Germany. The integration of the markets to date is not yet advanced enough to justify 

the assumption that there is a common market. 

. This definition covers the amount of electricity generated, including electricity 

imports. The Bundeskartellamt takes the view that neither the generation and sale of EEG 
electricity nor the sale of generation capacity as control energy is part of this market. The main 

reason for this is in particular the consideration that the generation and marketing of EEG electricity is 

not organised competitively, but takes place independently from demand and price signals on the 

basis of special statutory provisions. The sale of control energy is to be regarded as a separate 

product market on account of the specific conditions of supply and demand. 

According to the facts established by the Bundeskartellamt, the Oberlandesgericht3 Düsseldorf and 

the Bundesgerichtshof in the merger control proceedings E.ON / Eschwege4

                                                
2  Federal Court of Justice. 

 and following the 

European Commission’s preliminary assessment in the “German Electricity Market Trade” case, the 

German electricity market at least features joint dominance (Section 19 (2) second sentence ARC). 

A dominant duopoly or oligopoly exists insofar as no substantial (internal) competition exists between 

two or more undertakings and they are jointly not exposed to any substantial external competition.  

3  Düsseldorf Higher Regional Court. 
4 Oberlandesgericht Düsseldorf, Decision of 6 July 2007, file number VI-2 7/04, E.ON / Eschwege; 

Bundesgerichtshof, Decision of 11 November 2008, file number KVR 60/07, E.ON / Eschwege, p. 25; cf. 

Bundeskartellamt, Decision of 12 September 2003, E.ON/EAM/Eschwege, file number B 8 – 21/03, p. 11 ff.  
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According to the findings of the sector inquiry, the generation capacity and shares of net electricity 

generation of the four largest providers were as follows: 

 

Table 1: Capacity distribution and total electricity feed-in 2007/2008 

Generator  Capacity distribution (MW)  Total electricity feed-in (TWh)  

2007 2008 2007 2008 

EnBW  

 

11,199 (12%) 11,379 (12%) 54.6 (12%) 49.2 (11%) 

E.ON 21,888 (23%) 21,912 (23%) 106.9 (23%) 102.5 (22%) 

RWE 31,735 (34%) 31,755 (33%) 164.7 (35%) 167.7 (36%) 

Vattenfall 15,606 (17%) 15,662 (16%) 77.3 (17%) 71.0 (15%) 

Total 80,428 (85%) 80,709 (84%) 403.6 (86%) 390.4 (84%) 

Market volume 94,433 (100%) 95,756 (100%) 467.9 (100%) 465.1 (100%) 

 

The Bundeskartellamt’s surveys and other information suggest that the further development for 2009 

is as follows: 

 
Table 2: Capacity distribution and total electricity feed-in in 2009 

Generator  Capacity distribution  

2009  

Total electricity feed-in  

2009  

EnBW 14%  14%  

E.ON  19%  21%  

RWE  31%  31%  

Vattenfall  16%  16%  

Total  80%  82%  

Market volume 100%  100%  
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In spite of the fact that E.ON in particular has recently given up capacity and shareholdings in 

municipal utilities to a not inconsiderable extent, just four undertakings continue to share more than 

80% of the first-time sales market. 

In the context of its sector inquiry, the Bundeskartellamt increasingly based its measurements of 

market power on econometric approaches. In the course of a pivotal analysis, the size of a 
supplier’s available capacity was examined in relation to the overall demand. This relationship 

may be illustrated using two indices, the Pivotal Supplier Index (PSI) and the Residual Supply Index 

(RSI). This form of examination takes account of the special feature that electricity cannot be stored 

and the amount of electricity that has to be fed into the grid always corresponds to demand at any 

particular time. The Decision Division considers the RSI to be an appropriate indicator to measure 
market power in the electricity first-time sales market. 

 
Figure 3: Residual Supply Index 

 

Source: Own diagram 

The results of the analysis of competition suggest that at least three undertakings in the German 

first-time sales market, probably even four, are in a position to behave to an appreciable extent 
independently of their competitors, customers and ultimately of their consumers and to restrict 

competition on the first-time sales market. Thus, in 2007 and 2008 it was impossible during a 

significant number of hours to meet the demand for electricity in Germany without the capacity of 

each of the undertakings E.ON, RWE, Vattenfall and – at least in 2007 – EnBW. Each of these 
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undertakings was essential for meeting Germany’s electricity demand in a considerable number of 

hours. 

Although the market power of the four large generators declined in 2009 as a result of the 
reduced demand in the wake of the economic crisis and E.ON divested generation capacity, it 
may be assumed that this will not lead to any fundamental changes with regard to the 
situation in 2010. 

An analysis of the market power relations in the electricity wholesale market, taking its special 

features into account (in particular the fact that electricity cannot be stored), suggests that several 
suppliers in Germany (RWE, E.ON, Vattenfall and possibly also EnBW) each have a dominant 
position. 

In connection with a separate case, the Bundesgerichtshof explicitly recognised that also more than 

one undertaking may individually hold a dominant position. If several undertakings have the 

opportunity to prevent effective competition, either side by side or independently from one another, 

each of them is dominant. The special situation in the electricity first-time sales market suggests that it 

may be assumed also in this context that there is the possibility of individual market dominance by 

more than just one undertaking.  

2. Price formation, power plant operation and capacity withholding  

Electricity providers’ bidding conduct is of key importance to electricity pricing. A significant 

criterion for power plant operation is a comparison of the day-ahead spot market price and the 
marginal costs arising for electricity generation in the power plant. In the electricity market, the day-

ahead spot market price serves as a reference price for other distribution channels, mainly on account 

of its high visibility. The marginal costs are the costs arising for the production of one extra unit of a 

product.5

 

 By including the marginal costs and the technical parameters relevant to the operation of all 

the electricity generating units in Germany of more than 25 MW, the merit order curve can show 

almost all of Germany’s electricity generation in 2007 and 2008. 

                                                

5 In the case of thermal power plants, the main marginal costs are fuel costs, the cost of CO2 emission permits 

and operational marginal costs. 
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Figure 4: Example of merit order in the German electricity market 

 

Source: Own diagram  

In a competitive market, one would expect any capacity that can be sold at a price above its short-

term marginal costs would be used to attain a contribution margin. 

In contrast, an abuse of market power is indicated where a dominant supplier withholds capacity that 

it could sell at a higher price than its short-term marginal costs in the expectation that a reduction in 

the supply will cause a shift in the merit order and thus a higher EEX spot market price, leading to 

extra profit through higher contribution margins for the rest of the dominant supplier’s power plant 

portfolio. Such a withholding strategy is only profitable for a supplier if it has a sufficiently large and 

sufficiently diversified power plant portfolio, enabling it to generate additional profits from the rest of its 

power plant portfolio that are greater than the lost contribution margin of the withheld power plant. 

The Decision Division thus assumes an abuse of market power by physical capacity withholding 
where an undertaking in a dominant position, without any objective reason, does not offer 
electricity from capacities actually available6

                                                

6 Reasons for a power plant’s non-availability include technical restrictions, such as routine maintenance or 

unplanned power plant blackouts, grid restrictions and power plants’ provision of control and reserve energy. 

 which could be sold at a price at or above its 
respective short-term marginal costs. 
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The effect described above (i.e. a shifting of the merit order resulting in all suppliers benefiting from a 

higher market clearing price) also occurs when generators offer capacity which is “in the money” 
(i.e. which could attain a contribution margin) with such a surcharge that it is actually not sold 

when supply and demand come together. In such cases, too, there is indication for an abuse of 

market power by capacity withholding (so-called economic capacity withholding). 

Conceptually, both forms of capacity withholding constitute an abuse of a dominant position within 
the meaning of Article 102 TFEU and of Section 19 (1) ARC. “Physical capacity withholding“ can 

be grasped as limiting production to the prejudice of consumers within the meaning of Art. 102 (2) (b) 

TFEU. The prohibition of exploitative abuse effectively also comprises “economic capacity 

withholding”. In this context, it may ultimately be left open whether this – as the effect is identical – 

also constitutes a limitation of production or simply a form of excessive pricing. 

Since insufficient evidence had been available to initiate specific abuse proceedings against any 

particular individual undertaking, this sector inquiry examined all dominant undertakings’ actual power 
plant operational management in 2007 and 2008 for evidence of any possible abusive capacity 
withholding. The analysis had to consider that there are many objective reasons for not operating 
power plants whose marginal costs are lower than the day-ahead spot market price. These include, 

for example, technical limitations, such as routine maintenance or unplanned power plant 
blackouts, minimum operational and minimum standstill times, grid restrictions and the 
provision of control and reserve capacity. Information on these factors was requested separately 

when the data were collected and was taken into account in the analysis. 

Based on these considerations, the Decision Division with the assistance of an expert developed an 

algorithm which aims to retrospectively determine with sufficient accuracy the optimal 
operation of each individual electricity generating unit. The optimisation criterion here is the 

contribution margin of each individual electricity generating unit over a period of one year. 

The algorithm was used to compare the actual operation of each unit with the optimised operation, 

thereby establishing the extent to which the units were not operating although, on economic grounds, 

they should have been generating energy. 

The following table shows for the period surveyed the power plant capacities of the four largest 

electricity generators which have been identified by the algorithm as not having been utilised. The 

total unutilised capacity is first shown in MWh. In the line “Average”, the average unutilised generation 

capacity is shown. This is then indicated as a proportion of the total capacity covered by the survey. 

The subsequent lines show the number of hours during the survey period in which capacities of more 

than 100, 300, 500, 800, 1,000 and 1,500 MW respectively were not utilised (out of a total of 17,544 

hours).  
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Table 3: Capacity not utilised by the four largest generators during the period covered by the 
inquiry 

AGGREGATE Total  Total hard 

coal 

Total brown 

coal 

Total gas 

turbines 

Total 

nuclear 

power 

Total other 

 MWh MWh MWh MWh MWh MWh 

Total 5,874,317  988,228  3,278,055  135,718  803,718  670,767  

 MW  MW  MW  MW  MW  MW  

Average 335  56 187 8 46 38 

 % % % % % % 

Average 

capacity not 

utilised as a 

proportion of 

total recorded 

capacity7

0.34 

 

0.05 0.2 0.008 0.05 0.04 

 Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours 

No. of hours > 

100 MW 

16,394  3,391  12,586  341  1,773  110  

No. of hours > 

300 MW 

6,923  675  2,890  183 1,341 27 

No. of hours > 

500 MW 

3,333 223 938 52 104 1 

No. of hours > 

800 MW 

1,094 44 200 28 87 0 

No. of hours > 

1,000 MW 

539 14 82 6 1 0 

No. of hours > 

1,500 MW 

76 1 0 0 1 0 

 

                                                

7 On the basis of the total recorded capacity for 2008 (95.8 GW), not including the installed EEG capacity. 
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However, the limited unutilised capacity identified by the algorithm should not automatically be 

equated with abusive capacity withholding, since there are reasons that can justify the non-
operation of power plants even when a positive profit contribution could have been made. In 

particular, these reasons include trading activities on the intraday market, which take place after the 

day-ahead auctions and can thus lead to an alteration of power plant operation.  

It should also be considered that the present inquiry is based on retrospective optimisation involving 

certainty, whereas the optimisation carried out by the undertakings is a prospective optimisation 

involving uncertainty. Planning operations with uncertainty can under certain circumstances lead to 

inefficiencies in power plant operations. Thus, deviations from the optimal schedules calculated 

using the algorithm are tolerable within limits. 

In view of these uncertainties, the Decision Division concludes that the non-operation of 
profitable power plants identified in the present inquiry is too limited to initiate specific abuse 
proceedings with respect to the period examined. 

However, it cannot be definitely concluded from the relatively limited extent of non-utilised capacity 

that no capacity was withheld in the survey period or that there is no risk of this happening in the 

future. 

The reasons for this are, firstly, that due to the specific features of the German merit order (very sharp 

increases in peak-times), it is possible that under certain circumstances even the withholding to a 
relatively small extent may have an appreciable effect on the market clearing price. Secondly, 

since the proceedings carried out by the European Commission undertakings may have developed 

more complex bidding strategies, resulting in power actually being withheld in only a relatively 

small number of hours in which withholding is likely to have a significant price effect. And thirdly, it 

cannot be ruled out that there are uncertainties that cannot be removed entirely, particularly 

concerning the technical restrictions the undertakings claim to have existed and the data provided 
on marginal costs. 

The points referred to above require further very complex analysis. Given the fact that some 

generators on account of their dominant position and their diversified power plant portfolios have both 
an incentive and the ability to exert a decisive influence on the electricity price, it seems 

appropriate to carry out in-depth analyses in the context of ongoing competition control in future. In 

order to be able to carry out such analyses within a reasonable period of time, it would make sense to 

set up the Markttransparenzstelle (market transparency scheme) planned by the Federal Government 

on the basis of the Bundeskartellamt’s findings. 

The inquiry’s reliability with regard to the possible withholding of capacity is dependent on the 

undertakings providing accurate data on their marginal costs. The Decision Division subjected the 

data on marginal costs provided by a few selected generating units to a random plausibility check. In 
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view of the large number of cost items relevant to each one of these units, it was not possible to carry 

out a complete examination of all 340 electricity generating units for the purposes of this report. 

An examination of marginal cost elements indicated that in the case of some types of power plants, 

particularly those whose operation is subject to temporal limitations8

In this connection, the development of Neckarwestheim I nuclear power plant’s marginal costs is 

interesting. Due to the nuclear power phase-out that was planned to take place imminently, it had only 

a very limited amount of residual electricity volumes left. From mid-2007 onwards, very high 

opportunity costs were included from one day to the next.  

, the inclusion of opportunity 
costs can play a significant role. From the point of view of abuse control under competition law, 

there is no basic objection to including opportunity costs as long as they are properly calculated 

and no excessive shadow prices are charged. A comparison of the data provided by the 

undertakings showed that in practice, however, generators have more than insignificant leeway in 

including opportunity costs, both with regard to whether and how they are included. 

                                                

8 These are nuclear power plants with regard to their limited residual electricity volumes and (pumped) storage 

power plants with regard to the availability of the stored power, which in practice is limited 
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Figure 5: Development of marginal costs at Neckarwestheim I (Unit 1) in comparison with three 
other nuclear power plants 

 

Source: Own diagram 

The comparison of the various calculations of marginal costs also showed that individual generators 

additionally included a so-called default risk premium of a not insignificant amount. Under the 

system provided for in Section 29 ARC, an undertaking adding a risk premium has the obligation to 

demonstrate and prove that the inclusion and amount of those additional costs is indeed justified.  

Beyond specific aspects of appropriate marginal costing, the question arises as to how mark-ups 
(surcharges resulting in day-ahead offers in excess of the marginal costs) are to be evaluated under 
competition law. The four largest electricity generators indicated marginal costs for nearly all their 

electricity generating units which matched their day-ahead offer prices.  

The Decision Division has come to the conclusion that on the basis of the applicable auction 

mechanism and the given market circumstances, the undertakings which are addressees of 
Sections 19 and 29 ARC and Art. 102 TFEU (only dominant undertakings) are in principle not 
allowed to offer at a price exceeding their marginal costs unless the undertaking can 

demonstrate that a corresponding mark-up is necessary in order to cover its total average costs 

based on its entire power plant portfolio. 
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3. Further results of the inquiry 

The reliability of the capacity withholding analysis also depends on whether the data provided by the 

undertakings on the non-availability of power plant capacity on account of technical restrictions and 

the provision of control and reserve capacity are correct. The Decision Division therefore also 

evaluated these data. However, due to the large amount of data involved, it was impossible to 

validate the data in detail. Thus, it cannot be ruled out that actually withheld capacity was claimed by 

generators to be technical restrictions or the provision of control and reserve energy. 

The power plant data collected indicated that a considerable proportion of generation capacity 
was not available on account of technical restrictions (on average, approximately 25%). The 

technical restrictions tended to be higher in the summer months than in the winter and also tended to 

be higher in off-peak hours than in peak hours. Both aspects are plausible, as routine maintenance is 

carried out to a greater extent in the summer months when demand is lower and repairs that can be 

postponed are carried out at off-peak times if possible. 

 

Figure 6: Technical restrictions in 2007 and 2008 

 

Source: Own diagram 

The generators surveyed in the sector inquiry held just under 6,000 MW of positive control energy 

both in 2007 and in 2008. Power plants with high marginal costs held positive control energy to 
a greater extent. This is economically rational as these power plants achieve no or comparatively 

small profits in the electricity wholesale trade.  
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In 2007/2008, the electricity generating units covered by the inquiry held an average of approx. 2,900 
MW in reserve energy. Some 83% of this was held by the four large generators. An evaluation of 

the data collected shows that the overwhelming majority of reserve energy was held in peak-load 
power plants.  

In the two years surveyed, there were net export surpluses. In each hour covered by the inquiry, 

load flows in both directions were to be observed. Imports from neighbouring market territories help to 

reduce the price peaks on the EEX/EPEX spot markets. Exports increase the demand for electricity in 

Germany, particularly in hours with low prices, leading to price stabilisation. An examination based on 

regression analysis showed a significant connection between technical restrictions, actual wind 
energy feed-in and the total load on the one hand and imports and exports on the other. 

The generation of EEG electricity has an influence on electricity pricing in the wholesale market 
and on the merit order curve. On account of the fact that legislative preference is given to feeding in 

EEG electricity, it meets part of the electricity demand. This shifts the supply curve of conventional 

power plants to the right, displacing the most expensive conventional power plants from the merit 

order by the amount of EEG electricity. In the short term, this leads to a lower market clearing price 

(so-called merit order effect). A regression analysis carried out by the Bundeskartellamt confirms 
the influence of the predicted feed-in from wind energy on the EEX day-ahead price. In the 

longer-term, however, it is to be taken into account that there is a reduced need for conventional 

base-load generation on account of the constant increase in the generation of EEG electricity 

and there will be a greater need for flexible generation plants with higher marginal costs. In the 

medium and long term, a power plant portfolio that is changed to this effect will have an impact on the 

merit order and on electricity prices. 

Extending the lifetime of nuclear power plants is a disadvantage in terms of market structure. 
It reinforces the market strength of the four large generators. The consequence of the previous 

arrangement on phasing out nuclear power would have been to make available approximately 

20,000 MW of generation capacity up to the closure of the last nuclear power plant (presumably in 

2024). This would have made it possible for some 23% of the market share to be successively 
redistributed in the medium term. The likely stimulation of competition will at best be significantly 

delayed by increasing the residual volumes of nuclear power plants. For these reasons, the 

Bundeskartellamt suggested that any extension of operational lifetimes should be linked with an 

undertaking by the four large nuclear power plant operators to give up other conventional generation 

capacity. 

In contrast, extending the operational lifetime of nuclear power plants may have a dampening 
effect on the development of price levels. Ending nuclear power generation following the decision 

to phase out nuclear energy involves successively reducing capacity. If demand remains constant, 
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this could lead to a shift in the merit order and to a tendency for prices to rise.9

Of course, it has to be taken into account that a perpetuation of the concentrated market structure in 

connection with extending operational lifetimes offers the incentive to submit bids in excess of one’s 

own marginal costs. The result may be to weaken the price-curbing effect of extending operational 

lifetimes. In addition, the introduction of a tax on nuclear fuel elements on 1 January 2011, 

amounting to € 145 per gram of plutonium/uranium, will lead to an appreciable increase in nuclear 

power plants’ marginal costs. On account of their very low marginal costs,

 Moreover, it may be 

assumed that extending operational lifetimes will have a dampening effect on the development of the 

price of CO2 certificates, with the result that the total marginal costs for electricity generation by the 

remaining (fossil-fuel) power plants are likely to be lower than if the operational lifetimes of nuclear 

power plants were not extended. 

10

The nuclear power plants have been permitted to generate a fixed amount of residual electricity prior 

to their closure. In the past, setting fixed amounts of residual electricity has been used as a reason to 

add opportunity costs in some cases. This would not be possible if a specific closure date were to 

be set. Thus, once again defining fixed amounts of residual electricity that nuclear power 
plants are permitted to generate prior to their closure may lead to higher marginal costs, thereby 

resulting in higher electricity prices under certain circumstances. 

 nuclear power plants 

have very rarely set prices to date. With the new tax on nuclear fuel elements, this will be the case 

more frequently, which could result in higher electricity prices. 

Heat-led combined heat and power plants generate both electricity and heat, with the heat 

production determining the amount of electricity generated. Since it is not possible for these plants to 

optimise electricity generation in dependence on the attainable market price, the generation of these 

plants is typically sold unlimited on the exchange. They thereby eliminate more expensive 

electricity generating units from the merit order, with a generally dampening effect on the market 
clearing price. Heat-led combined heat and power plants, however, have the disadvantage of being 

unable to react flexibly to demand and price signals of the electricity market. As a result, they continue 

                                                

9 The experts involved in designing the Federal Government’s energy concept calculate that if the life-span of 

nuclear power plants were to be extended by an average of 12 years, the electricity wholesale price would be 

reduced by € 11/MWh in comparison with a phase-out scenario or (if more is invested in upgrading) by € 8/MWh 

for the year 2020 (€ 33 or € 36/MWh instead of € 44/MWh) and by € 8/MWh or (if more is invested in upgrading) 

by € 4/MWh for the year 2030 (€ 46 or € 50/MWh respectively instead of € 54/MWh).  

10 It is to be underlined that this observation is based solely on the probable development of short-term variable 

marginal costs; it does not take follow-up costs (terminal storage, risk costs) into account. These are likely to be 

considerable. 
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to feed in when prices are negative, particularly when a high level of EEG generation coincides with 

low demand. Heat-led combined heat and power plants often belong to municipal utilities 

(Stadtwerke) and industrial undertakings. Squeezing them out of the market would have a detrimental 

effect on the market structure.  

Concerns were raised in the context of the survey that past and current electricity price levels were 

too low to justify long-term investments in new power plants (particularly gas and hard coal power 

plants). In the view of the Decision Division, gas and hard coal power plants have been able to 

achieve positive margins in four of the last five years, without taking into account the opportunity costs 

of CO2 certificates that were allocated to them free of charge. Income from providing positive and 

negative control energy is also to be taken into account. Finally, investments in new electricity 

generation capacity totalling 45.5 GW are planned for the period from 2010 to 2020. This shows that a 

significant number of market participants expect that the prices that may be charged in the 
future will enable investments in generation capacity to be amortised. 

IV. Summary, procedure, recommendations for action and outlook  

The inquiry showed that the level of competition in the market for the first-time sale of electricity 
remains unsatisfactory. Although E.ON in particular recently divested capacity and shareholdings in 

municipal utilities to a not inconsiderable extent, just four undertakings still hold more than 80% of 

the first-time sales market. Each of these undertakings is indispensable for meeting electricity 
demand in Germany over a significant number of hours. Although it cannot be proved that 

generation capacity was withheld to any significant extent on the basis of the data on power plant 

operations and on the cost situation of individual generating units (provided by the undertakings), the 

market structure continues to provide scope and an incentive to influence pricing through the 
unjustified withholding of capacity.  

In practice, abusive practices of this kind are extremely difficult to prove. To do so would 

require extensive data on the operations of each of the 340 electricity generating units over lengthy 

periods as well as the opportunity to more effectively check these company data and information on 

marginal costs, which are subject to frequent variation and include a large number of individual cost 

items. Also, the fact that the undertakings do not offer power plant capacity individually from each 

particular generating unit, but on the basis of complex stochastic optimisation from a pool of 
generating units also poses particular challenges. On the basis of these findings, various 

means may be taken to improve the competitive conditions in the electricity markets. This 

applies both in relation to improving the effectiveness of abuse control under competition law and with 

regard to the market structure. 
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1. More effective abuse control, setting up a Markttransparenzstelle 

The sector inquiry highlights that an exclusively retrospective analysis of the price-formation 
mechanisms in the electricity generation and wholesale markets involves many difficulties on 

account of the special features of these markets. In particular, the validity of the data suffers from the 

fact that the undertakings are not always in a position to provide retrospectively the required data 
quality or to explain special features of power plant operation. 

For this reason, in order to ensure more effective abuse control it is essential to collect data and 

information that influence price formation processes in the energy markets on an ongoing basis and 
without delay. Data quality and data consistency can be significantly improved by predetermining the 

data definitions and formats on which they are to be based as well as through regular dialogue with 

the undertakings. An ongoing collection of data would also enable the data to be made plausible 

within a reasonable time and to investigate any irregularities at short notice. Only this way can 

infringements in the electricity generation and electricity wholesale markets be quickly identified and 

sanctioned by the competent authorities. 

The Markttransparenzstelle (market transparency scheme) at the Bundeskartellamt called for by 

the Federal Government in its energy concept and its 10-point programme for immediate action 

should thus be launched as soon as possible, not least in order to rebuild or increase consumer 

confidence in the efficiency of energy markets. 

However, regulating the electricity generation and electricity wholesale markets would in no 
way be an alternative to the effective abuse control of these competitively organised markets by 

competition authorities. In December 2010, the European Commission published its proposal for a 

Regulation on energy market integrity and transparency (REMIT). While the Bundeskartellamt shares 

the underlying concerns of the REMIT draft with regard to securing integrity and transparency in the 

energy sector, the draft requires some modifications. The present draft contains provisions that also 

relate to energy generation. Although it cannot be assumed that the draft intends to regulate the 

electricity wholesale sector, some far-reaching empowerment provisions in the draft open up the 

possibility of regulating these competitively organised markets, which would have an adverse long-

term effect on the future development of the market structure in the electricity generation sector. Also, 

the structure of data recording and competence provided for in the draft clearly needs to leave room 

for national initiatives such as the Markttransparenzstelle. In the light of its experience in the sector 

inquiry, the Bundeskartellamt believes it is important that future observation of the electricity 

generation and wholesale sectors takes place in a way that is close to the market and does not 

duplicate surveys or competences. The Bundeskartellamt assumes that the differences between 

REMIT and the Markttransparenzstelle outlined above can be consistently resolved.  
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2. Improving market structure and processes 

The sometimes lengthy approval proceedings to set up conventional power plants should be 
accelerated in order to facilitate access for new competitors to the electricity generation markets. 

In order to facilitate greater competition from municipal energy providers supplying energy across 

municipal borders, a revision of existing provisions under municipal economic law that limit the 
scope of action of municipal undertakings in the energy sector is encouraged.  

Exempting undertakings operating in the sector of electricity generation and trade from public 
procurement law could make it easier for public contractors and for municipal utilities in particular, to 

become involved in these markets and to reduce their structural disadvantages vis-à-vis the private 

electricity generation undertakings E.ON and RWE. The Bundeskartellamt plans to make a statement 

to the European Commission under the sector regulation on public procurement in connection with a 

planned application by the “Bundesverband der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft e.V.” (German 

Association of Energy and Water Industries).  

The development of a functioning market for reserve power agreements would enable smaller 
electricity generators to more effectively contribute to competition. 

In the course of the sector inquiry, the Decision Division initiated proceedings on suspicion of anti-
competitive reimbursement clauses for capital services in electricity procurement contracts 

between Evonik and RWE. RWE upholds its legal position that its owner-like status, based on making 

investments and taking economic risks, justifies the reimbursement clauses. However, the two 

undertakings have declared the respective clauses invalid, resulting in the closure of proceedings. As 

a result, electricity from Evonik power plants can now be freely sold to third parties, leading to greater 

liquidity in the electricity wholesale market and to more competition.  

3. Market integration of EEG electricity 

The feed-in of EEG electricity is not competitively organised. EEG electricity is fed in regardless of 

demand and price signals. On account of the increasing importance of EEG electricity, the “market 
integration” of EEG electricity called for by the Federal Government in its energy concept should be 

pursued as soon as possible. The focus of market integration should be an increasingly demand-

orientated generation of EEG electricity and a sale mechanism that is guided by market 
mechanisms.  
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